ABSTRACT.
The relations between differentials invariant with respect to a finite group acting on a variety and the differentials on the quotient variety are studied.
If Of particular interest are symmetric products of a variety Y (here X = YT and G is the r-fold symmetric group acting by permuting the factors), which have been discussed, for example, by Mattuck ([5] - [7] ). Moreover Briney [l] has shown that on varieties of the form X/G with X nonsingular there is a "good" intersection theory with rational coefficients.
In connection with both symmetric products and intersection theory it is desirable to have detailed information about the relation between differentials on X/G and invariant differentials on X. Some information in that direction is obtained here.
We begin, in Chapter I, with some elementary properties of Zariski differentials.
There are two novelties-we introduce and work with the sheaf of Zariski differentials, and we prove the (well-known?) result that the sheaf of Zariski differentials is the double dual of the sheaf of Kahler differentials.
Chapter II is devoted to showing that if the quotient map is tamely ramified in codimension 1, then the module of G-invariant Zariski differentials on X is isomorphic to the module of Zariski differentials on X/G. This, combined with other results about Zariski differentials, allows us to give examples showing that no such results hold for Kahler differentials.
Zariski differentials on X/G to be isomorphic to the module of invariant Zariski differentials on X when G acts linearly on the nonsingular variety X. (G acts linearly on X if at every closed point the action of the inertia group of that point on the completion of its local ring is linear.) The proof is by reduction to affine space followed by detailed computations.
Chapter IV consists of examples to illustrate the significance of the theorem of Chapter III together with other examples which indicate the difficulties of the nonlinear case.
The main results of Chapters II-IV require the assumption that the base field k is algebraically closed.
Parts of this paper-especially a special case of the theorem of Chapter informed the principal content of the author's doctoral thesis which was submitted to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in August 1967. Special thanks must go to my thesis advisor, Professor Arthur Mattuck, for his advice and criticism while I was a student, and also for his insistence that I extend the thesis to the full power and generality obtained here.
My deepest appreciation is reserved for my husband, Bob, whose patience and encouragement made this paper possible, and who spent untold hours rewriting it in a form others could read.
CHAPTER I. GENERALITIES ABOUT DIFFERENTIALS
In this chapter we generalize some definitions and results of Zariski [ll, §8] on differentials to the context of sheaves and prove that the sheaf of Zariski differentials is the double dual of the Kahler sheaf of differentials. This last seems to be well known, but we know of no proof in the literature.
Throughout this chapter (X, G ) will denote a variety over the field k. The definitions given here agree with those of Zariski [op. cit.] for (X, G ) a normal variety over an algebraically closed field k.
Let K be the field of rational functions on (X, G ). Note that K may be considered a constant sheaf on X, and G is a subsheaf of K.
Definition. ®K = Derfc ÍK, K) is the K vector space of ¿-derivations of K.
Definition. ®x is the pre sheaf on X defined by ®x(c/) = ¡D e ÍD | for all then D(G[/(V)) Ç D«9X) Ç Gx for all x in V, i.e., DíG^V)) Ç fï ^ 0% = OyÍV). That iS DÎOyÎÇOy.
Conversely if DiG y) Ç G^ then of course DiGj Ç 0x for all x e (/.
Directly analogous to the Qy module of homomorphisms between two U" modules is the 0" module ÍD««¿(GX, ÎK) of derivations of Gx into an Gx module 5H. Moreover if ÎK is quasi-coherent, then 3)«« , (G , 3K) is quasi-coherent.
In particular if X = Spec A and 5K = zM~ then ÎUfe(Gx, Ml) = Der ¿(A, Mi". For details see [3, EGA IV 16.5.6, 16.5.2]. Lemma 2. 3)x(l/)-»Der^iGy.Gy)
Thus the presheaf j)y is isomorphic to the quasi-coherent sheaf j)«* (Gx, Gx) anzi hence is a quasi-coherent sheaf. Definition. QziK) = HomK(®K, K).
Definition. ÍFx is the presheaf on X defined by QzxiU) = {co £ Qz(K)|Vx 6 U, V D e £ , <a(D) e 0 S = {co £ ÜziK)\ V x e U, <u(2) ) Ç G }. Note that fDv, "
is 2).. since X and 1/ have the same function field. Í2Z" is called the sheaf of Zariski defferentials on X. HAco) = cù and co if) = co(fd).
Note that this makes sense, for if / £ fix , i.e., / £ Hornq (0^, 0^), then fd £ Der, (0 ,, 0 ) which is identified, via Lemma 2, with jJAU) C 2)" and so fd is in the domain of co.
The basic property of Zariski differentials, which is used throughout the rest of this work, is contained in i.e., Df* is in the domain of to. Finally we define Qzf: üzyiU) -f*QzXW) by Clzfico)iD) = coiDf*) fot co £ SlzYiU) and D £ îi^f'Hu)).
By the above remark we know that üzfico) £ Oz(K(X)), but we must check that it is in fjàzx(il) = üzxif-Hu)). 27 being a dominant, integral morphism we have the map ílzn: üz , -» n*^ZX' As expected this factors through (n^Q* X)G as we will see as soon as we define it.
a £ G gives Í2zct: ÍPx -*<7*fizx and applying 77^ to this gives rrJùzo:
"■*ß X ~~>TT*a^Zx = n*®Zx anc* tn*s defines an action of G on n^A2 x. For each open set U in X/G, we note that 77^0/xiil) is a subset of QZ(K) and the action of G defined above is the restriction of the action on QZ(K) defined by a -to(D) = co(Do*) fot a £ G, co £ Qz(K) and D e 2)^. From this we get the presheaf (nJAzx)G where T(U, (n*Slz X)G) = T(U, n*QzX)G. This is clearly a sheaf. Proof. We need only note that (n^lza)ÛZTr = nZ77rj = Qzn as maps from Qzx/G to n^zx. Moreover to show fiz77 an isomorphism it is enough to show that fl 77 is an isomorphism at each point y of codimension 1. The proof of both these assertions is via completions. As a first step we reduce the problem to consideration of the decomposition group of a point, i.e., the maximal subgroup of G which leaves the point fixed. The proof is clear once we note that G is finite and the ramification locus of any a £ G is closed.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let x £ X, H and xQ be as above.
Since k is algebraically closed, H is the decomposition group of x_, and so flZ77 an isomorphism implies (by Theorem 1) that fizp is an isomorphism. But f2zp is gotten by localizing £2zp at the prime ideal corresponding to z in U"." and so is also an isomorphism. at x iff the characteristic, p, of k does not divide h, the order of the ramification group.
Theorem 3. // 77: X -»X/G z's tamely ramified at every point of codimension 1, then Az77: Az/G -*injàz x)c is an isomorphism.
Proof. We need only show that for each point x £ X of codimension 1 and with ramification group H, Azpz: Azx/H z -Ap^Q? x z) is an isomorphism.
(As above p: X-*X./H is the quotient map and z = p(x).) Now nx/H,z-*P*üx,z e' a s pe' is commutative and the vertical maps are isomorphisms since z is a point of codimension 1. As p+e is compatible with the actions of H it will suffice to prove that Ap: Ax/" -> (p^A.. ) is surjective (since Azp is always injective).
Note that both G,, and G" .. Corollary. Let X, G, n be as above. Suppose both X and X/G are nonsingular and that n is tamely ramified in codimension 1. Note that here 77 is ramified only at the origin, so it is unramified in co- To show that ÍÍ77 is not a monomorphism it suffices to show that fix/G has torsion. Consider the nonzero differential co = -V/dT + 2VdU -UdV in fi^/G* Then Tco=-TWdT +2TVdU -TUdV = -UVdT + 2U2dU -TUdV = UdiU2 -TV) = 0.
To see that fi/r is not an epimorphism note that T, dT is invariant under a, but clearly not in the image of Q77.
Again 77 is ramified only at the origin, so fiz77 is an isomorphism as is also e • fi-'^Zv (because X is nonsingular).
Thus e x/g and eX/G are both neither monomorphisms nor epimorphisms.
I do not know whether fiz7 can be an epimorphism without being a monomorphism.
Our final result in this chapter relates the failure of Q77: ÍL, ._ ->(fix) to be an isomorphism to the different. 
CHAPTER III. THE WILDLY RAMIFIED CASE
In Chapter II we showed that if the finite group G acts on a nonsingular variety X in such a fashion that the quotient map 77: X-> X/G is tamely ramified in codimension 1, then flz77: Azx/G ~~Arr^Q2 X)G is an isomorphism. By contrast if 77 is wildly ramified in codimension 1 the situation is very complicated.
For the case where the ramification group at each closed point acts "linearly"
(definition below) our principal result, Theorem 1, gives necessary and sufficient conditions that Az77 be an isomorphism.
Throughout this chapter k is algebraically closed.
Let Ü be a regular local ring so that its completion G is a formal power series ring.
Definition.
A group of automorphisms of G acts linearly iff the induced action on 0 is linear (in the obvious sense).
We will also need the ter II tells us that fizp is an isomorphism iff fiza ~: fiz , " ." -, r acts as riXj = cfXn (<; being a primitive tzzth root of unity) and r(X.) = X.
for i < n. Indeed simply note that as r is ramified at (X ), r(X ) -X = 7Z 7Ï 77
ÍC -1>X" f°r some £ in k, so r(X ) = £X and as r is of order m, £ is a 
A subset of H is independent iff the set of associated vectors in k"~ is linearly independent.
Note that in any decomposition of H , as in Lemma 1, the number t of summands of H is always at least as large as the size of a maximal independent subset of H . Proof. The subgroup of H generated by r acts on H. by conjugation, and the orbit of every element other than the identity contains m elements.
The next lemma will allow us to assume that H ' has a maximal independent set of the largest possible size.
Lemma 3. // the size, s, of a maximal independent subset of H ' is less The proposition from which we will derive Theorem 1 will come from comparing the quotients A"/H and \"/K. The quotient map from A" to A"/// we've called ß; for lack of a better name, the quotient map from A" to A"/K will be called p. Since all the varieties involved in Proposition 2 are affine and all the sheaves are coherent we may, and do, consider this as a result in commutative algebra.
And this is how we will prove it. In particular we henceforth will speak of the Since this process can be started with k = n and must stop when k = 1, we are done.
From now on we assume we have chosen such a coordinate system. Xx is a root of the monic polynomial PiT) = Tp -ap~xX ^p-l)T -U over B, so A is integral over B. Since PiT) has degree p and a has order p, the quotient field of ß is the field of invariants of the action of a on the quotient field of A. As A is integrally closed, ß = A<cr> follows.
As every element of K. has the same type as a., it follows that each a in K. acts on A in the fashion a(X.) = X. if i é j, and aiX.) = X. + a X . Once we prove that a . acts nontrivially on A is (and this is done in polynomial ring fi " is a free module and so is naturally isomorphic to fiz " = AK(dUx, ■--, dUn_x, d(Xnm)), i.e. the free AK module generated by dU x, -■ • , dU _x, d(Xnm). As c'0/0 this is the AK submodule of fizA generated by X pr-2co,, --, X pr-2co
,,Xm~1dX where co. = X dX . -X .dX . Now we wish to compute (fiz .) and to do this we will compute (fi2 .) , (ÜZA)K> and finally (fizA)K.
Let co = S a.dX. be an element of (fiz¿) and let a be an element of K,. To complete the proof of Proposition 2 we must show that if m = pT -1, then Azz3 is an isomorphism iff H = K. As Az^ R = iSlz A)K when m = pT -1, the "if" part is done. Now suppose H / K, so that also H ' / K '. Let a be an element of H ' not in K' and let H be the subgroup of H generated by K and a.
Note that the p subgroup of H is the subgroup of H generated by K and a. and K = H. Proposition 2 now tells us that fiz/3 is an isomorphism, and so by our original reduction cfn is also.
For the converse, note that either the order of H is prime to p (condition (a))
or not. If not, but fiz77 is an isomorphism, then Qzß is also an isomorphism.
Let la., • • • , ff ¡ be a maximal independent subset of H . Form K, K and the K. as in the text. Considering H as acting on the local ring A(x >>t x ., the decomposition ideal will be the extension of (X ., • • • , X ), and this has corank t. But the morphism from 0 to 0 established in the first reduction at the beginning of this chapter induces a bijection between the prime ideals of the two rings, and so the corank of the decomposition ideal of H acting on 0 is also t.
Again the remarks following Lemma 3 tell us that we may assume that t = n - Remark. This proposition holds equally well if any subgroup of the symmetric group is used for G, as the inertia group of a point of codimension 1 will be either the identity of Z/2Z.
Another case which is rather easily settled is when a group G acts linearly on a 2-dimensional variety.
For simplicity suppose the characteristic of k is p /■ 0, and suppose G is a linear group of automorphisms of A2, which is the ramification group of a point of codimension 1. As G can contain only one type [March of automorphism, the order of G is TTzpr where ttz divides pr -1. In this case Theorem 1 of Chapter III tells us that AZ77 is an isomorphism iff the order of G is prime to p or else is ipT -l)pr fot some r > 0. Thus in the case of dimension 2
we have an isomorphism iff the inertia group at every point of codimension 1 has the "right" order.
Now suppose G is a linear group of automorphisms of A", n > 2, which is the ramification group at a point of codimension 1. If the order of G is divisible by p, but Az77 is an isomorphism, then the order of G is ipT -l)pTS with s < n. Unlike the case n = 2, the order of G being "right" is not enough to insure that Az77 is an isomorphism. In fact with k algebraically closed, for any positive integer r, any n > 2 and any 1 < s < n there are groups G and H of order ipr -l)pTS which act linearly on A", are ramified at a unique point of codimension 1 and are the ramification groups of that point, so that for G the map of Zariski differentials is an isomorphism, but for H it is not. r(X.) = X. for j < n, r(X ) = £X with £ a primitive pT -1 root of unity. H is ramified at (X ) and H is the ramification group. H has order ipT -l)pTS as desired, but H has elements of only one type, while the corank of the decomposition ideal is n -1. Thus in this case Az77 is not an isomorphism.
Remark. If, in Example 1, tzzztz = pT -1, then by considering instead of G the group generated by rm and the a's we will get a group of order mprs with m < pT -1 so that the condition "ttz = pT -1 " in part (b) of the theorem is not redundant.
If H is the ramification group of some point of codimension 1 on A" and H acts linearly, then of necessity the order of H is mpT with m dividing pr -1.
While the order of H does not-except when n = 2-tell us if AZ77 is an isomorphism, it does go a fair way. If the action is not linear, then even if n = 2 the order seems to tell us nearly nothing. In particular the order of H will be mpr with m prime to p, but ttz need not divide pr -1. generated by oiX) = X, aiY)=Y+Xi; r(X) = rfX, riY) = Y with <f a primitive cube root of unity. Note that or = rcr so that // is the cyclic group of order 6.
Thus 7/2 = 3, p = 2 and r = 1 so that 222 does not divide pr -1.
By computations similar to our earlier ones we find that A ¿[X3, y(V + X3)], ÜzaH =AHiX2dX, X2iYdX + XdY)) and (fi^)" = AHiX2dX, X2iYdX + XdY)). So in this case the map fiz7r is an isomorphism. A n while (fiz . )H = AHidX, dY). Thus the two modules are not isomorphic.
In general the situation for nonlinear actions, even on affine space, seems very different. Results of computations have led me to feel that isomorphisms are very rare and "accidental".
